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Expecting the Unexpected:

Policies and Practical Steps for Dealing 

with Impaired Attorneys

and

Workplace Disability Laws

• Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)

• NC Persons With Disabilities Protection Act (N.C.G.S. 168A-1 

et. seq.)

• Sections 503 and 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act.

Other Potentially Applicable Laws

• N.C.G.S. 95-230 et. seq. – NC Controlled Substance 

Examination Regulation

• N.C.G.S. 95-28.2 – Discrimination against persons for lawful 

use of lawful product during non-working hours prohibited.
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Other Potentially Applicable Laws

• N.C.G.S. 95-260 et. seq. – Workplace Violence Prevention Act

• N.C.G.S. 143-422.2 et. seq. – NC Equal Employment Practices 

Act

• Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA)

FEDERAL AND STATE LAW

• Both federal and state law  require that employers not 

discriminate against applicants or employees with disabilities

• Both laws require employers to “reasonably accommodate” 

applicants or employees with disabilities

Drugs and Alcohol

• A “disability” does not include current use of illegal drugs 

• Alcoholism may be a protected disability 
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Drugs

• An employer may discharge or deny employment to current 

illegal users of drugs on the basis of such drug use

• Includes the use of illegal drugs and the illegal use of 

prescription drugs that are “controlled substances”

Drugs

• Persons currently addicted to drugs but receiving treatment 

are protected in most cases

• Persons who have been rehabilitated successfully are 

protected from discrimination on the basis of a “record” of 

past drug addiction

Drugs 

• Casual/insignificant drug use in the past (i.e., where there is 

no addiction) is not protected

• Individuals who are not illegally using drugs, but who are 

erroneously perceived as being addicts and as currently using 

drugs illegally, are protected by the ADA
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Alcohol

• A current user of alcohol is not automatically denied protection 

simply because of alcohol use

• Employer may discipline or discharge to the extent it impacts job 

performance, but not more severely than others for the same 

conduct

• Employee may be entitled to time off for treatment as a form of 

accommodation

Pre-Employment Inquiries

• Pre-employment inquiries about disabilities generally prohibited

• Employer may ask whether an applicant drinks alcohol or whether 

he or she is currently using drugs illegally

• Employer may not ask whether an applicant is a drug addict or 

alcoholic, or inquire whether applicant has ever been in a drug or 

alcohol rehabilitation program

Prevention Efforts

• Disability laws do not prevent employers from:

• Prohibiting the use of drugs or alcohol in the workplace

• Requiring that employees not be under the influence of alcohol 

or drugs in the workplace

• Holding users to same performance and conduct standards as 

others
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Drug Testing

• ADA does not “encourage, prohibit, or authorize” drug testing 

or making employment decisions based on results of drug 

tests

• Drug test results can be used to verify successful rehabilitation 

program completion

Mental Impairments

• Can be a “disability” under federal or state law

• Can require a reasonable “accommodation” by the employer
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Ginny Jones is a recruiter in a large law firm.  She has been in her position for many years and viewed as 
a strong team member by the firm.  Ginny has consistently recruited top candidates for the firm from 
the most prestigious universities and maintains continuing professional and sometimes social 
relationships with recruits during their careers at the firm. 

Ginny just completed campus interviews and as a matter of practice she peruses Facebook and other 
social networks to learn more about the candidates.  She has learned in recent years that social 
networks are a primary means of communication for today’s law students and their homepages often 
reveal interests and skills that don’t show up on resumes.  This additional information about the 
candidates’ interests may provide an edge for the firm in the competitive recruiting process. 

While on Facebook one evening, Ginny noticed a link from Sally to Justin.  Sally is a potential candidate 
and Justin is an associate in the firm’s Insurance practice, whom Ginny recruited for the firm two years 
ago.  Justin has been extremely successful and is well liked at the firm and has been tagged as a 
potential member/partner.   Being curious, Ginny followed the link to Justin’s homepage and regretted 
doing so.   Justin recently posted opinionated and negative comments about a large utility company, 
which is the primary client of the firm’s intellectual property practice. 

 

What is the Ginny’s dilemma?   

What if anything should Ginny communicate to the potential candidate (Sally)? 

What if anything should Ginny communicate to Justin OR anyone else at the firm? 

What are the legal and ethical implications of each alternative? 

What additional facts would alter your decision? 
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Kelly Smith is the manager of the marketing department of a large law firm.  Kelly is a mother of two 
teenagers and recently divorced.  Kelly’s husband works as a line operator in local mill.  The Smith’s 
schedules were over-crowded and they grew apart.  Kelly believes that her marriage ended because she 
was not able to devote enough time to her family, but felt under pressure to be the primary bread-
winner.  The marketing department has a staff of six staff, all females.  

One of the initiatives of the firm is to develop a more diverse population of law professionals, including 
increasing the number of female partners.  The firm conducted a survey of female attorneys and asked 
them to rank by importance the potential adjustments the law firm could make in the work place or firm 
structure to increase female attorney retention for partner level promotion.  The number one ranked 
suggestion was to allow an alternative member track for females and the second ranked suggestion was 
to offer a work from home alternative. 

Kelly as the manager of the marketing department knows that the diversity initiatives undertaken by the 
firm are a positive reflection of the firm and feels they are important to embrace for attorneys and firm 
staff.  One of Kelly’s staff member’s is Georgia.  Georgia is the digital marketing / web designer for the 
firm.  She is a creative type and has been granted the flexibility to work her 40 hours remotely.  Kelly is 
an hourly employee and records her time and overtime accurately, and works remote 20 hours a week 
and comes into the office 20 hours per week.  Georgia’s work product is not dependent on face to face 
contact and the majority of her work is project based. 

Jennifer is the marketing department’s client development assistant, also a direct report to Kelly and 
Kelly’s go-to staff member.  Jennifer handles all of the administrative functions of the marketing 
department including responding to attorney inquiries for information, making client contact 
arrangements, and participating/coordinating meetings with attorneys and potential clients.  Yesterday, 
Jennifer walked into Kelly’s office and asked if she could speak privately with Kelly.  Jennifer told Kelly 
that she is expecting a baby in 5 months.   Jennifer asked Kelly if she could start working remotely, like 
Georgia, and continue that schedule after the standard 10 weeks of family leave.   

Kelly is keenly aware of the challenges of balancing family and work life, and she sees that Jennifer will 
not have a partner to help care for the baby.  Kelly is also in supportive and believes in the initiatives the 
firm is taking to promote work options which are desired by working mothers and professionals, but she 
knows that Jennifer has a role in the firm that is central to the operation of the marketing department. 

 

What is Kelly’s dilemma? 

What should Kelly do? 

Would Kelly’s decision be any different if Jennifer were a single mom? 
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Joanie Jett is a secretary in a large law firm and she works for five attorneys.  Joanie has been working 
for one of the partners for more than six years.  While her work is solid, it is not exceptional.  The 
partner was responsible for approving Joanie’s time sheets every two weeks.  As a rule, Joanie filled out 
her own time sheets for the partner to sign, which he normally did without specifically reviewing them.  
Firm policy required that all overtime must be pre-approved and billable; however, the partner had 
previously allowed overtime to be worked without questioning the need for it or determining whether it 
was billable. 

One day the partner was contacted by a representative of the Human Resources Department, who 
inquired whether the partner had authorized the large amount of overtime Joanie had included on her 
time sheets.  The overtime amounted to more than $2,700 in pay.  The partner did not remember 
authorizing the overtime, could not say with certainty whether the overtime was actually worked, and 
did not know what the overtime was for. 

When confronted by HR, Joanie admitted that she had worked some of the overtime without consulting 
the senior partner. Joanie told HR she had not consulted the senior partner prior to working the 
overtime and sheepishly noted that it had not been billable.  She also admitted that she had put in for 
some overtime hours that she hadn’t worked.  Joanie went on to say she was having serious financial 
problems and desperately needed the money. 

 

You are the firm administrator and need to deal with this situation.  What decisions need to be made 
and what is your course of action?  

 

To get you started:  

 

Who bears responsibility for this situation? 

What are the steps you should take? Why? 

How do you approach the partner about this situation? 

 

 

 



M
ost lawyers, regardless
of practice area, are
accustomed to solving
others’ problems and
providing solutions.

Lawyers are helpers by nature. While many of
us may try to project a certain image, and
despite whatever lawyer-joke-du-jour may be
fashionable, most lawyers have big hearts and
want to help people. It only makes sense that
when a colleague or family member is strug-
gling with alcoholism or addiction in any
form, we want to help. But if we do not
understand the disease of addiction (to alco-
hol or any other substance or process), our
help can become a hindrance.

Do you remember “Opposite Day” as a
child? When I was growing up, once a year all
the elementary school kids and our teachers
had an Opposite Day. It was great fun. The
teacher would dramatically pronounce, “OK
class, line up at the door,” and we would settle
down at our desks. When she said, “Let’s settle
down,” we’d all run to the door and line up to
go outside to play. It always made for a fun
day trying to figure out the coded messages of
our teachers and friends. 

Alcoholism is like Opposite Day. It turns
everything on its head. Helping an alcoholic
by enabling an alcoholic to avoid the conse-
quences of addiction may feel like helping,
but it actually hurts him and his chance of
recovery. What feels to us like hurting or
betrayal, actually helps an alcoholic find recov-
ery. Let’s consider some real world examples.

When a non-alcoholic family member is
in the middle of a contentious divorce (with
lots of fighting at home), we may offer to
have the kids stay over for a while and take
them to school. When a non-alcoholic col-
league has an unexpected family emergency,
we may offer to cover for her and handle
some work in the immediate short term. If a
non-alcoholic friend suddenly became unem-
ployed, we might be willing to lend money to

cover living expenses for a few months until
he got back on his feet. If a non-alcoholic
lawyer recently suffered a personal family loss
and is grieving, judges and opposing counsel
might go to great lengths to have cases con-
tinued. None of these helping impulses is
wrong or misplaced. In fact, these are the very
types of interactions that build connections
and strengthen community, all of which are
imperative for maintaining good mental
health as a lawyer. 

When carrying out these very loving, help-
ful actions while dealing with an alcoholic or
addicted lawyer, however, suddenly “helping”
becomes “hurting,” although it does not seem
like it or feel like it to the one offering the
help. Often, when family and friends try to
help alcoholic or addicted lawyers, they are
actually—albeit unwittingly—making it easi-
er for the lawyer to continue in the progres-
sion of the disease. Whatever form of conven-
tional help (as described above) we provide to
someone who is engaged in the disease of
addiction, that help often boomerangs and
begins to hurt the addicted person (and us)
because it allows him or her to avoid the con-
sequences of the disease. The specific word for
the phenomenon when help has crossed the
line and starts to hurt is “enabling” because the
help provided enables the disease to continue
unimpeded.

The disease of addiction is progressive in
nature; it builds up over time and gains
momentum. Over any considerable period of
time it gets worse, not better. What started out
as the one-time lending of money or continu-
ing of cases gradually turns into a pattern of
behavior. Our first response is to give the
lawyer the benefit of the doubt: “Joe is in a
rough patch. Give him some time.” But usu-
ally a precedent has been set, so if Joe is an
alcoholic or addict, he knows you are willing
to cover for him in whatever way you have
done so in the past. So he continues to come
to you—maybe more frequently now— for

help. This help in turn allows him to continue
to engage in the destructive behavior of his
addiction while simultaneously avoiding the
consequences. The person giving help (or
even the law firm that continues to look the
other way) has unknowingly and uncon-
sciously become an ally of the disease.
Wikipedia describes an ally as, “...people,
groups, or nations that have joined in an asso-
ciation for mutual benefit or to achieve some
common purpose, whether or not explicit
agreement has been worked out between
them.” Ouch. For those of us who only sin-
cerely wanted to help, it can be a devastating
blow to learn that we have been assisting the
disease of addiction, not the lawyer who suf-
fers from it. If we step out of the helper role,
the alcoholic lawyer is forced to face conse-
quences and may find recovery sooner. It can
be hard to discover we have been actually
hurting the alcoholic lawyer’s chance for
recovery.

As long as the alcoholic lawyer has
enabling devices and people in place, it is easy
for him to continue to deny he has a prob-
lem, because most of his problems are being
solved by those around him. Only when he is
forced to face the consequences of his own
actions and inactions will it finally begin to
sink in how deep his problem has become.
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The following short story is from one of our
volunteers.

Years ago when I lived in another state
and before I enrolled in law school I began
dating a man who lived downstairs from me
in my quadraplex. He was a very successful
computer engineer. One day he was unex-
pectedly fired from his job. He downplayed
the incident and obtained another job of
equal stature quickly. Then one day he was
very late in meeting me for an event. When
he arrived he seemed rushed and preoccu-
pied. He said he had been tied up at work. I
had no reason not to believe him. Soon
after, he asked me for money so that he
could make his car payment. I asked him
why he needed it and he told me that he had
some old debts he was paying off and had
come up short that particular month. I was
uneasy, but I lent him the money against my
better judgment. Within the next few
months things unraveled very quickly for
him. I learned that he was a cocaine addict,

but he had managed to keep it hidden for
years, even from me. I sincerely cared for
this man, and we had been in a relationship
for a few years at that point. I began attend-
ing Al-Anon meetings and open AA meet-
ings to learn about the disease of addiction.
In the few months that followed, he had
four different jobs, eventually working part-
time at a fast food burger place. He parked
his car several blocks away from the
quadraplex in an attempt to avoid reposses-
sion of the vehicle. He had been spending all
of his money on cocaine and had not paid
rent for many months. An eviction notice
was served on him. At this point we were
broken up, but I lived right upstairs and had
helped him before. He continued to ask me
for money to pay for his car and rent. I start-
ed saying no and it was incredibly difficult.
He began blaming me, telling me that if he
was evicted or had his car repossessed it
would be my fault. I leaned heavily on my
friends in Al-Anon for support during this
time. Then the day came that the car was

repossessed. Soon after, he was evicted and
asked if he could sleep on my couch. I said
no. That was one of the hardest days for me,
but it turned out to be the day he got sober.
He had been attending AA off and on for
the prior months, but that night he slept
outside of an AA room, leaned up against
the door. When the person came to make
coffee for the 7 AM meeting, he was let in
the AA room, and he spent the day there
attending a bunch of meetings. He began a
sincere program of recovery that day. He
has not had a drink since and is now about
15 years sober. He is married with two chil-
dren and is back to being a successful com-
puter engineer. There was certainly no guar-
antee he would get sober if I said no to his
request, but it was very clear to me he most
assuredly would not have gotten sober had
I said yes. I got out of the way and he was
able to face his disease and recover. I do not
take credit for him getting sober, I take
credit for getting out of the way so that he
could get sober. n

Some of these choices are not easy for the
friends or families of alcoholics. For example,
if the alcoholic drinks up the money that was
supposed to pay the utility bill, he is not the
only one who will be living in a dark, cold, or
sweltering house. The rest of the family will
suffer right along with him. If the alcoholic
lawyer is a high-profile, high-functioning
lawyer with a reputable practice, the law firm
may not want to suffer a revenue loss or rep-
utational harm. (Not to mention, it is just
plain hard emotionally for all of us to talk
about these things.) So the firm as a whole
may ignore a known, growing problem until
one day a catastrophe happens in a public
forum. Often times the firm is left with no
choice but to fire the lawyer. But it does not
need to happen this way.1

When “Hurting” Helps
So let’s change the verbiage and now dis-

cuss what I will call “unconventional help,”
which, to be frank, will feel to the helper like
nothing less than a betrayal of the alcoholic
lawyer friend or colleague. Unconventional
help is an action (or a refusal to act) we take in
response to requests for help from the alco-

holic lawyer that does not shield him or her
from the consequences of the disease. In
almost all cases, only when faced with conse-
quences is an alcoholic or addicted lawyer able
to begin to gain some clarity about the nature
of the impairment. 

The acts that truly help an alcoholic or
addict are those actions (or inactions) which
point the alcoholic in the direction of recov-
ery. We may refuse to lend money, except to
help pay for treatment (always give the money
directly to the treatment center, not to the
alcoholic or the family of the alcoholic). We
may refuse to cover a case load or to have cases
continued, unless it is because the lawyer goes
to treatment. We may agree to represent the
lawyer in a contempt hearing before a judge or
a discipline matter before the State Bar on the
condition that the lawyer agrees to get help
and follows all directives from the EAP, LAP,
or treatment center.2 Saying “no” or setting
these conditions can be very difficult for us
(the helpers) emotionally, particularly because
we can see so clearly what the impaired attor-
ney cannot—the almost sure consequences
coming down the pipeline. These actions can
be very painful for us to carry out, and our

every instinct urges us to try to prevent those
consequences and pain that he or she will face
as a result. But remember, we’re living in
Opposite Day when dealing with alcoholism
or addiction. Sometimes when we cannot
help an alcoholic up, we need to step out of
the way as he or she falls down. It is sometimes
only in that falling down that an alcoholic or
addicted attorney can then begin to wake up
to the situation and ask for help.

It may feel to us like we are hurting the
alcoholic when we stop helping. In fact,
depending upon how close we are to the
addicted lawyer, he may actually accuse us of
hurting him or of causing the consequences. If
we are very tied to the person emotionally,
while we understand intellectually we are not
causing consequences, it can feel like we are
because we are not preventing them from
occurring. It is so important to remember that
when the alcoholic lawyer is blaming us or
others, it is just the disease talking. Because it
is hard to remember this and not take the
blaming personally, often the person who has
been put into the helping role needs support
of his own in order to stand his ground. The
LAP offers this kind of support.
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If you know an attorney who you suspect
may be an alcoholic or addicted, give the LAP
a call. We can help guide and support you as
you navigate what kind of help to offer. n

The North Carolina Lawyer Assistance
Program is a confidential program of assistance
for all North Carolina lawyers, judges, and law
students, which helps address problems of stress,
depression, alcoholism, addiction, or other prob-
lems that may lead to impairing a lawyer’s ability
to practice. If you would like more information,
go to nclap.org or call: Cathy Killian (for

Charlotte and areas west) at 704-892-5699,
Towanda Garner (in the Piedmont area) at
919-719-9290, or Ed Ward (for Raleigh and
down east) at 919-828-6425.

Endnotes
1. Please tune in next quarter when we will be interview-

ing a managing partner who orchestrated an interven-
tion some years ago with a leading lawyer in the firm.

2. Requiring treatment as a condition of representation is
a practice known as therapeutic jurisprudence. There is
a growing body of academic research in this area with
guidance for lawyers, particularly in criminal practice.
See David Wexler’s work.

This quarter marks the first official publi-
cation use of our new logo for the NC
Lawyer Assistance Program (“LAP”). We will
continue to roll out the new brand, logo, and
look via a new website and updated collateral
and print materials. I have now been the
director of the LAP for a year and a half.
After getting to know the program from the
inside out, meeting with our dedicated vol-
unteers across the state, and working with
the LAP Board and staff, we have deter-
mined that due to the size of our program
and its increasing diversity, we need to
streamline and consolidate some aspects of
our program. 

LAP History at a Glance
The Positive Action for Lawyers with

Substance Abuse Subcommittee (“PALS”)
was formed in 1979 as a purely volunteer-run
organization, formed to help alcoholic
lawyers. PALS has been extremely successful.
Then in 1998, several lawyers committed sui-
cide. These suicides were not related to alco-
holism or substance abuse. In response, the
leadership of the Bar recognized the need to
broaden PALS’ mission to include issues of
depression, anxiety, burnout, and other men-
tal health issues. By that time, however, the
PALS “brand” was totally associated with
alcoholism and substance abuse. So an alto-
gether new program was created to address
depression, anxiety, and mental health issues:
the FRIENDS program. The FRIENDS pro-
gram developed its own logo and its own
brand. The FRIENDS program was launched
in 1999-2000 to widespread acceptance and
success. 

Reorganization – Same Services and
Same Program

The LAP is experiencing quite a bit of
brand confusion. Lawyers do not realize PALS
and FRIENDS are programs of the LAP.
Because of this brand confusion, current and
expected trends in our client base, and the
need to offer targeted programs based on the
broader role we now play, the LAP Board and
staff are in the process of reorganizing and
rebranding the LAP as a single program with
a single name to address all issues that may be
impairing to lawyers. The LAP mission,
approach, and services will remain the same.
Moreover, our active volunteer base is and will
continue to be comprised of lawyers helping
other lawyers overcome whatever impairing
issues and challenges they face.

New Logo and Symbolism
The new logo is based on Adolph A.

Weinman’s image for the “Walking Liberty”
half dollar issued by the United States Mint
from 1916 to 1947. The image has been mod-
ified, however, to remove her Depression-era
hat, the drape of the flag, and her flowers.
Those elements have been replaced with a
crown of liberty and scales of justice, creating
the more-familiar and widely-accepted image
of the Lady of Justice. She strides towards the
sun, with her hand extended. For lawyers
dealing with depression, anxiety, alcoholism,
or other impairments, the journey of recovery
is one from despair to hope and is often
described by many lawyers as moving out of
the darkness into the light. Her extended
hand represents the work that the LAP and its
volunteers have done for four decades: reach-

ing out a helping hand to those who need it.
And finally, she is not blindfolded. Instead,
she sees those to whom she reaches while she
also looks to the horizon and the path to be
taken. It is a dynamic image that we hope con-
veys the compassion and strength that the
Lawyer Assistance Program has come to be
known for over its many years of assisting
lawyers. n

Have you ever called in sick for the alco-
holic because he or she was too hung over
to go to work or school?

Do you ever make excuses for the alco-
holic’s drinking or behavior?

Have you ever lied to ANYONE
(friends, family, neighbors, co-workers,
bosses) to cover up for the alcoholic?

Have you bailed the alcoholic out of jail
or paid his or her legal fees?

Have you accepted part of the blame for
the alcoholic’s drinking, behavior, or con-
sequences?

Do you avoid talking about the alco-
holic’s drinking with him or her out of
fear of the response?

Have you paid bills that the alcoholic was
supposed to have paid?

Have you loaned the alcoholic money?

Have you tried drinking with the alco-
holic in hopes of strengthening the rela-
tionship?

Have you given the alcoholic “one more
chance” and then another and another?

Have you threatened to leave if the alco-
holic didn’t stop drinking and then did
not leave?

Have you finished a job or project that
the alcoholic failed to complete himself?

If you answered “Yes” to any of these
questions you may have enabled the alco-
holic or addict to avoid the consequences
of his or her own actions. 
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The LAP recently conducted an interview
with a managing partner of a firm who years
ago orchestrated an intervention with a leading
lawyer in the firm. This example illustrates how
a law firm can proactively address an issue of
impairment. The following is taken from that
interview and told from the point of view of the
managing partner. In order to maintain the
highest level of confidentiality, all gender-relat-
ed personal pronouns have been removed. 

W
e have an attorney
who started as an
associate and came
to us as a young
lateral. The attor-

ney worked with us for years without inci-
dent. The only thing we noticed was that the
attorney partied a lot and bragged about it,
but it was nothing too out of the ordinary. I
did question the attorney’s judgment when
the attorney got drunk at some firm func-
tions early on, but the attorney’s perform-
ance was very competent. We had a lot of
confidence in that attorney, and so did the
clients. After the attorney had been with us
for about seven years we were comfortable
making the attorney a partner based on
excellent work performance. 

I never worked with the attorney person-
ally; our practice areas did not overlap. But I
always saw the attorney at our firm’s social
events. Several years went on without inci-
dent, and then I started receiving reports
occasionally from younger associate attor-
neys with whom the attorney worked. The
reports at first were that the attorney wasn’t
showing up to meetings with them or reply-
ing to their emails. They couldn’t get in
touch. There was no oversight or supervi-
sion. No mentoring was occurring.
Assignments would be made and that would
be it. When they needed assistance, the attor-
ney wasn’t available. 

The attorney’s secretary brought to my

attention that the attorney had started
changing and cancelling client appoint-
ments. The attorney was calling in sick a
lot. I would have never known because we
really didn’t see a significant drop in billable
hours. There was nothing happening other
than these reports that would have raised
concern.

Then I noticed that the attorney did not
look well and appeared hung over, but the
attorney would always attribute it to some-
thing else. The attorney began looking pale
and clammy, with circles under the eyes, and
started to look disheveled. Interestingly, I
never smelled alcohol. Soon we were all
noticing the deteriorating health and learned
of significant marital and financial issues.
The attorney talked with some of the part-
ners about these various issues, but never
mentioned problems with drinking, nor did
we ask about it.

About a year before the firm decided to
take action, I talked to the then-current LAP
chair about what to do. I decided to wait and
watch. I didn’t want to be wrong. The attor-
ney was still doing competent work, trying
cases and winning them, so I was comfort-
able knowing clients were not being hurt. I
wanted to give the attorney the benefit of the
doubt. Everybody liked each other at the
firm, but the attorney didn’t have any real
social friends within the firm. 

The situation deteriorated over the year
with more of the same kind of reports, so I
approached the partners individually. They
had noticed some things as well, though
nobody had the concerns I had. To their
credit, they did not dismiss my concerns, and
when I suggested I would call the LAP, they
thought that was a good idea. 

I went over the history and the signs
with a LAP staff member who confirmed
my suspicions and told me that we were
going to need to confront the attorney to
seek recovery. I was warned going into the

intervention, “The attorney will deny it and
lie about it. That’s the pattern. Don’t toler-
ate it.”

We gathered all the partners together and
brought the attorney in to talk. The attorney
admitted the drinking problem, but thought
it was something that could be handled with-
out help. We told the attorney to get an eval-
uation from the LAP and if the LAP gave a
clean bill of health, we would accept it. The
attorney agreed to do this and met with a
LAP staff person. The LAP concluded that
there was a need for in-patient treatment,
with the recommended length of stay of 90
days given the condition of the attorney.

We had another firm meeting then, and
the attorney reported that the LAP staff per-
son had recommended 90-day in-patient
treatment. We all agreed with the recom-
mendation. We told the attorney to follow
what was recommended by LAP. The attor-
ney understood our position but respectfully
declined because of the financial conse-
quences of taking three months off from
work and the cost of treatment. The attorney
claimed that family obligations precluded in-
patient treatment and was also worried that
clients would find out the reason for the
departure. 

We told the attorney that the firm would
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and Families, Part 2
B Y R O B Y N N M O R A I T E S



lend money for treatment, but the response
was that the attorney did not want to be in
debt to us. The LAP staffer had alerted us
that this was the likely response, so we were
ready. We said—and this was the hardest
part—that we wanted the attorney to get
better, that the attorney was a valuable mem-
ber of the firm, that we’d lend the money for
treatment, that we’d pay for whatever the
insurance wouldn’t pay, but if the attorney
didn’t go to treatment then there would be
no job at the firm. We threw the hammer
down. The reaction was anger; in fact,
extreme anger. But within a day or two, it
sunk in that treatment wasn’t optional. There
was no choice and there were no other
options. The attorney borrowed money from
the firm to cover what the insurance would
not cover and went to treatment. 

While the attorney was in treatment, the
partners obviously knew about it. In order to
cover the workload, we had to tell some of
the associates about the attorney’s treatment
because they were the ones who had to cover
the work for three months. It was our under-
standing that the attorney would be com-
pletely incommunicado, so this had to be
done. We didn’t have any problems with
continuances or the local bar, and we never
had to tell opposing counsel anything specif-
ic. We said there were some personal issues
that were keeping the attorney away from the
office. No one asked any questions and we
did not tell any clients.

There was a real willingness on the part of
our partners to step in and provide help. No
one even questioned it. We opted to contin-
ue to pay salary and insurance benefits dur-
ing treatment. Everyone supported that deci-
sion and supported the attorney during this
time. 

When in-patient treatment was finished,
the attorney came back into the practice.
The attorney continued in a recovery pro-
gram as well. The attorney doesn’t talk about
it much, except on the sobriety anniversary
day. The attorney doesn’t come to many
firm social gatherings these days. We always
drink at these events, so the attorney won’t
come to a firm cocktail party, but will attend
a firm holiday dinner for a few hours. The
loan was repaid, an action recommended by
the LAP as an important part of the recovery
process. It was an investment for the firm,
but an extremely good one. Our attorney is
one of our most successful and productive
lawyers. 

Over the years, I have seen a complete
transformation. All aspects of the life of this
attorney in recovery seem to be incredible
these days. I have no idea how, but somehow
the broken family life was repaired.
Involvement with children increased.
Physical fitness returned. Vacations are
taken. Balance has been restored. 

The attorney became an incredible men-
tor to young lawyers. Absence and a lack of
instruction or guidance have been replaced
by teaching, and very good teaching at that.
The attorney is far more reliable and congen-
ial and much more of a team player now
within the firm.

The most amazing part is witnessing how
a good practice has become an amazing prac-
tice. I was concerned initially because of the
levels of stress at our firm and in that practice
area in particular. It’s stressful for the most
stable of us, much less someone coming out
of treatment. I worried it was too much to
take on all at once. But the attorney stepped
up to the challenge, and has had success like
never before. The attorney is very skilled at
winning really difficult cases, is in high
demand, has brought tremendous success to
the firm, and has great prospects. We always
knew this attorney was an asset that we want-
ed to get better, and this attorney in recovery
has exceeded our expectations in the process. 

Best of all, the anger is gone. The anger
turned into appreciation. The attorney’s pre-
dominant emotion is one of extreme grati-
tude that everything happened the way it
did. We all just have an incredible respect for
what has been accomplished. It takes an
extremely strong person to overcome alco-
holism and battle for recovery. 

My advice to a partner at a firm in a sim-
ilar situation would be that if you see red
flags and you’re unsure if they’re meaningful,
call the LAP. Advice and guidance are sitting
there waiting to be given. I didn’t want to
open up a can of worms if it wasn’t necessary.
The LAP staff person hit the nail on the head
right away and really helped pull it all togeth-
er for me. The LAP staff person said the LAP
was there not just supporting our partner,
but supporting the firm as well. 

I understand more now that when red
flags start to show up at work, that’s usually
the last domino to fall. When you see some-
thing, you need to take action right when
you see it. I should have acted earlier when I
started receiving those early reports of the
attorney not working with the associates and

calling in sick a lot. Pay attention to those
kinds of reports and listen to the people who
work the most closely with the lawyer. 

There was one time about a year after the
attorney returned from treatment that I
became concerned. I forget now exactly the
incident or reason for my concern. I knew
that because of confidentiality the LAP
couldn’t talk to me, but I could talk to the
LAP. So I called and told the LAP staff per-
son about my concerns. The LAP staffer lis-
tened and said, “Let me make some calls. I’ll
get back to you.” I received a call a few days
later assuring me that the LAP staffer had
spoken to some of the volunteers who were
mentoring the attorney and that there was
nothing to worry about. It was suggested
that in this scenario I should let the incident
pass and not confront the attorney. The LAP
staff person said that sometimes a confronta-
tion might be called for, but that in this case
with whatever my concern was, all was well.
And it was. 

Looking back, I feel like I should have
done something sooner. But then again, peo-
ple have to be ready for help. It has all
worked out well and I am grateful for the
guidance the LAP gave me and our firm
along the way. n

The North Carolina Lawyer Assistance
Program is a confidential program of assistance
for all North Carolina lawyers, judges, and law
students, which helps address problems of stress,
depression, alcoholism, addiction, or other prob-
lems that may lead to impairing a lawyer’s ability
to practice. If you would like more information,
go to nclap.org or call: Cathy Killian (for
Charlotte and areas west) at 704-892-5699,
Towanda Garner (in the Piedmont area) at
919-719-9290, or Ed Ward (for Raleigh and
down east) at 919-828-6425.
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Depression, Anxiety and Stress 

Alcoholism and Substance Abuse 

 

Every aspect of an addicted or depressed attorney’s life is 

affected. When there are problems at work or home, with health 

or finances, or there is police involvement, chances are the 

attorney is suffering from a medically based illness which can 

be successfully treated. If you recognize the following warning 

signs in a colleague, call us.    We can help.       Visit NCLAP.org    

Relationship ProblemsRelationship ProblemsRelationship ProblemsRelationship Problems ❑  Complaints from clients      ❑  Problems with supervisors ❑  Disagreements or inability to work with 
 colleagues ❑  Avoidance of others ❑  Irritable, impatient ❑  Angry outbursts ❑  Inconsistencies or discrepancies in  
 describing events ❑  Hostile attitude ❑  Overreacts to criticism ❑  Unpredictable, rapid mood swings ❑ Non-responsive communication 

Performance ProblemsPerformance ProblemsPerformance ProblemsPerformance Problems    ❑  Missed deadlines ❑  Decreased efficiency ❑  Decreased performance after long 
 lunches involving alcohol ❑  Inadequate follow through ❑  Lack of attention ❑  Poor judgment ❑  Inability to concentrate ❑  Difficulty remembering details or  
 instructions ❑  General difficulty with recall ❑  Blaming or making excuses for poor  
 performance ❑  Erratic work patterns 

Personal ProblemsPersonal ProblemsPersonal ProblemsPersonal Problems ❑  Legal separation or divorce ❑  Credit problems, judgments, tax liens,  
 bankruptcy ❑  Decreased performance after lunches  
 involving alcohol ❑  Frequent illnesses or accidents ❑  Arrests or warnings while under the  
 influence of alcohol or drugs ❑  Isolating from friends, family and social  
 activities 

Attendance ProblemsAttendance ProblemsAttendance ProblemsAttendance Problems ❑  Arrive late and/or leaving early         ❑  Taking "long lunches"   ❑  Not returning to work after lunch ❑  Missing appointments ❑  Unable to be located ❑  Ill with vague ailments ❑  Absent (especially Mondays/Fridays) ❑  Frequent  rest room breaks        ❑  Improbable excuses for absences ❑  Last minute cancellations 



 
Robynn Moraites, LAP Director 
Short Bio 
 
Robynn E. Moraites is the Executive Director of the NC LAP.  She obtained her 
undergraduate degree in education from Florida State and her law degree from UNC at 
Chapel Hill.  Prior to attending law school, she ran a public health program at the 
University of Miami where she developed continuing medical education programs for 
healthcare professionals working in the field of geriatric medicine.  Prior to joining the 
LAP, Robynn practiced law in North Carolina in large firm, small firm, and in-house 
settings.  She has an extensive background and knowledge in helping lawyers in 
recovery.  
 



 

 

North Carolina Lawyer  

Assistance Program 

 

 

“Lawyer Impairment & How to Get Help” 

 
 

                  
 

 
Cathy Killian, Western Coordinator            Towanda Garner 

Lawyer Assistance Program               Piedmont Coordinator 

2237 Park Road                 Lawyer Assistance Program 

Charlotte, NC  28203                217 East Edenton Street 

Phone:  704.910.2310                Raleigh, NC  27601 

Cathy.D.Killian@gmail.com              Phone:  919.719.9290 

tgarner@NCBar.com 
 

Tony Porrett       Robynn E. Moraites 

Eastern Clinical Coordinator     Executive Director 

Lawyer Assistance Program     Lawyer Assistance Program 

217 East Edenton Street      2237 Park Road 

Raleigh, NC 27601      Charlotte, NC 28203 

Phone: 919.719.9267      Phone:  704.892.5699 

tporrett@ncbar.gov      robynnmoraites@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

www.nclap.org 



 

 

Confidential Help for the Lawyers of  

North Carolina 
 

 

 
 

What Is Chemical Dependency? 

Chemical dependency is a leading health problem and cause of death in this country. The 

National Institute on Alcohol and Alcohol Abuse estimates that 10% of the population of the 

United States are alcoholics or otherwise chemically dependent. Chemical dependency 

within the legal profession may be as high as 20% of the population. Don’t let yourself or 

someone you know fall into these statistics without the chance for assistance. Confidential 

help is available through the North Carolina State Bar Lawyer Assistance Program. 

Facts About The Problem 

Chemical dependency is not the result of a moral defect or deficiency of character, but is a 

chronic, progressive, and irreversible disease.  If excessive drinking or drug use continues, it 

is fatal.  Death may actually come through suicide (25% of all suicides are alcohol-related) or 

in the form of heart failure, liver disease, bleeding ulcers, cirrhosis, gastrointestinal disorders, 

or any one of a number of other ailments, but death will be a direct consequence of the 

excessive and prolonged intake of alcohol.  Not only is substance abuse a physical health 

problem, it also alters perception and thinking.  Such changes produce certain predictable 

behavior patterns such as failing to keep appointments, failing to return client calls, missing 

deadlines and other manifestations of poor judgment that undermine a lawyer’s ability to 

fulfill the heart of a lawyers ethical obligations to his or her clients and the public. 

How Does It Work? 

Fortunately, chemical dependencies are treatable. Alcoholism, for example, may readily be 

arrested and its ill effects completely alleviated thorough total abstinence from mood altering 

substances. If you or someone you know has a substance addiction, the North Carolina State 

Bar Lawyer Assistance Program can help. The Committee was formed in 1979 to help 

chemically dependent lawyers in the state of North Carolina. The Committee is authorized to 

receive in confidence information form any source concerning a lawyer thought to have a 

substance abuse problem. If, following a discreet and confidential investigation, a careful 

evaluation of the facts reveals that the lawyer is impaired, the Committee may make a 

recommendation to the lawyer concerning sources of help. The Committee assists individual 

lawyers in need of guidance and support in dealing with a potentially fatal condition so that 

they may return to happy and productive lives. 

 

 



 

 

Confidential Help for the Lawyers of  

North Carolina 
 

 

 

Who Works For LAP? 

LAP has a full-time professional director, an assistant director and two clinicians on staff, all 

of whom are trained in chemical addictions and mental health issues and a full-time 

professional assistant director who is trained in chemical addictions and mental health. The 

Director is also a lawyer who practiced for years.  Much of the work of the LAP program is 

performed by lawyer volunteers who are recovering alcoholics and other people who have a 

deep and abiding concern about alcoholism as a result of personal or professional experience. 

In order to participate in LAP, these volunteers receive training in protecting confidentiality 

and in the most effective ways to assist the chemically dependent lawyer. In addition, the 

LAP program has a ready range of confidential resources to which it can refer lawyers in 

need. 

Who Will LAP Help? 

Of course, LAP will help any North Carolina lawyer who believes he or she may be suffering 

from chemical dependency. While LAP does not provide any direct assistance to family 

members, LAP is ready to provide information on where to go for help to the spouse or 

children of a chemically dependent lawyer as well as the lawyer’s partners or associates. 

Assistance to family members is often critical because alcoholism and chemical dependence 

are family problems. For the chemically dependent person, the craving for alcohol or drug 

subverts the normal human pattern of interpersonal relationships. This causes chronic 

disruption and distress to the healthy functioning of the family. LAP can help family 

members find the resources they need for themselves. A return to health for the impaired 

lawyer is greatly enhanced by a family that has recovered it own balance. 

Confidentiality 

If you call to seek help for yourself, your inquiry is confidential. If you call as the spouse, 

child, or friend of a lawyer whom you suspect may have an alcohol or drug problem, and 

needs your help, your communication is also treated confidentially and never related to the 

lawyer for whom you are seeking help without your permission. All inquiries, questions and 

conferences are privileged and held in the strictest confidence. Under Rule 1.6 of the Rules 

of Professional Conduct of the North Carolina State Bar, the attorney/client privilege is 

applied to communications between a lawyer seeking assistance and LAP. In order to assure 

this high degree of trust and confidence, LAP is, by rule of the State Bar which has been 

approved by order of the North Carolina Supreme Court, entirely separate from any ethics or 

disciplinary committee of the State Bar. 



 

  

SIGNS OF LAWYER IMPAIRMENT 

 

 

The following outline includes those symptoms that predictably suggest lawyer impairment. 

Note, though, that the symptoms may vary in nature according to the type of problem, and in 

severity, according to the stage of problem development. 

 

A. Attendance: 

 

• Returns late from lunch or fails to return. 

• Leaves early on a routine basis or amasses a string of unpredictable absences. 

• Fails to keep scheduled appointments. 

• Takes frequent days off without good reason. 

• Fails to appear at depositions or court hearings. 

 

B. General Behavior: 
 

• Persistent complaints of not feeling well. 

• Deterioration of personal appearance or hygiene. 

• Withdrawal. 

• Overreacts to real/imagined criticism. 

• Becomes grandiose, aggressive, belligerent. 

• Large weight gain or loss. 

• Insomnia or sleeps all the time. 

• Unable to retain (or fires) secretary, bookkeeper or associate lawyers. 

• Drinks or uses drugs regularly at noon. 

• Drinks or uses drugs during office hours. 

• Appears under the influence of or being in an impaired condition during court 

appearance or deposition. 

• “Needs a drink or to use drugs” when something good or bad has happened. 

• Loses control at social gatherings when professional decorum is called for. 

 

C. Job Performance: 
 

• Neglects to process mail promptly (and does not return phone calls). 

• Performs poorly in the afternoons. 

• Fellow workers complain. 

• Misses deadlines for performance, such as allowing the statue of limitations to 

expire. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

ARE YOU AN ALCOHOLIC? 

 
To Answer this question ask your self the following questions and answer them as 

HONESTLY as you can. 

  Yes  No 
 Do you lose time from work due to drinking?    

 Is drinking making your home life unhappy?    

 Do you drink because you are shy with other people?    

 Is drinking affecting your reputation?    

 Have you ever felt remorse after drinking?    

 Have you gotten into financial difficulties as a result of drinking?    

 Do you turn to lower companions and an inferior environment when 

drinking? 

   

 Does your drinking make you careless of your family’s welfare?    

 Has your ambition decreased since drinking?    

 Do you crave a drink at a definite time daily?    

 Do you want a drink the next morning?    

 Does drinking cause you to have difficulty sleeping?    

 Has your efficiency decreased since drinking?    

 Is drinking jeopardizing your job or business?    

 Do you drink to escape from worries or trouble?    

 Do you drink alone?    

 Have you every had a loss of memory (blackout) as a result of drinking?    

 Has your physician ever treated you for drinking?    

 Do you drink to build up your self-confidence?    

 Have you ever been to a hospital or institution on account of drinking?    

  

If you have answered YES to any one of the questions, there is a definite warning that YOU 

MAY BE AN ALCOHOLIC. 

 

If you have answered YES to any two or more of the questions, the chances are that you 

ARE AN ALCOHOLIC. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

THE PREVALENCE OF IMPAIRMENT  
 

 

• 18% of lawyers suffer from substance abuse (Washington Survey) 

 

• 33% of lawyers suffer from significant mental health issues (Washington 

Study) 

 

• 19 - 37% of lawyers suffer from depression.  Of these, 25% suffer 

physical symptoms of depression or anxiety (Washington and North 

Carolina Studies) 

 

• Of 28 occupations surveyed, lawyers are most likely to suffer depression 

and 3.6 times more likely to suffer depression than the average person 

(1991 Johns Hopkins University study). 

 

 

 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LAWYER IMPAIRMENT AND 

ERRORS IN JUDGMENT  

 

 

• 40 - 75% of discipline cases involve a chemically dependent or mentally 

ill practitioner (Illinois Survey) 

 

• 80% of Client Protection Fund cases involve chemical dependency or a 

gambling component (Louisiana Study) 

 

 

 

OREGON BAR SURVEY 
 

 

• An Oregon Bar Survey of Incidents of Malpractice comparing those who 

had successfully used the LAP versus the Bar at large.  Those using the 

LAP were less likely to commit malpractice.  
 

 



 

  

 

 

 

North Carolina State Bar’s Model Law Firm  

Alcohol and Drug Policy 
 

The firm regards alcoholism and drug addiction as illnesses and desires 

to assist employees suffering from such illness to obtain effective 

treatment. 

 

The firm regards the unauthorized possession and distribution of 

controlled substances as crimes and will discipline any employee 

proved to be involved in such a crime whether or not such employee is 

addicted to drugs. 

 

The impairment of any employee’s performance due to drug or alcohol 

addiction is deemed to be the firm’s business, not a reserved aspect of 

one’s private life. It is the firm’s policy to encourage and offer 

qualified medical assistance to any employee who appears to the firm 

management to suffer from such illness. 
 

No employees will be disciplined solely for impairment due to any 

illness so long as the employee cooperates with a qualified treatment 

program agreed to by the firm and the employees. The employee’s 

choice of treatment will be accepted only if approved by a specialist 

retained by the firm after consultation with the employee’s personal 

physician. Any treatment undertaken in accordance with this policy 

shall be entirely confidential and no disclosure by an employee to any 

treatment personnel will be reported to the firm nor will any such 

disclosure be available to any legal authority whatever except in 

accordance with the requirements of applicable law. 
 

The firm will name a supervisory employee as administrator of this 

policy and as the firm’s representative in all matters pertaining to its 

execution. This person shall be a firm liaison with the LAP Committee, 

no other person within the firm shall be informed of any consultation 

or referral under this policy without the consent of the affected 

employee except as necessary to complete the ongoing work of the 

employee. 



 

  

North Carolina Model Law Firm Alcohol and Drug Policy 
Explanatory Statement 

 

 
A law firm desiring to provide appropriate assistance to employees suffering from substance 

abuse or addiction should consider doing three things: (1) adopt a policy, (2) implement the 

policy, and (3) educate the members and employees of the firm. 

 

The North Carolina State Bar has recommended to its membership a law firm policy which 

recognizes that alcoholism and other forms of drug addiction are treatable illnesses; however, 

the policy condones neither impaired job performance nor illegal conduct. 

 

The model policy provides for the establishment of an understanding and supportive 

atmosphere within which lawyers and employees may seek personal help or express concern 

about a colleague or other employee. 

 

The two major obstacles to reaching out for help for oneself or another are based on the fear 

of being punished and the fear of causing harm to one’s reputation. 

 

These can be overcome by express recognition of the medical model of addiction and the 

establishment of appropriate safeguards as to confidentiality. 

 

The firm’s partners should fully understand the model policy before adopting it. 

Representatives from the LAP Committee are available to assist them in its understanding. 

 

It is very important for the partners to understand that the firm should not ignore impaired job 

performance. Work related problems are a major indicator that “something” may be wrong. 

If that “something” is alcohol or drug related, then trying to protect the employee from the 

consequences of his/her own action is harmful, not helpful to the employee. This is called 

“enabling” and it is the direct result of not understanding the disease process.   

 

Existing policies or Employee Assistance Programs (EAP) should be reviewed and any real 

or potential conflicts should be identified and resolved. 

 

The partners need to agree on who will handle these matters and establish appropriate 

safeguards for confidentiality. 

 

They may wish to retain an independent provider of EAP services. Law firm sponsored 

medical insurance needs to be reviewed to verify what is covered by the insurance before a 

need arises. 

 

 



 

  

 

Once a policy is adopted, the firm should announce it and visibly post it. LAP is available to 

conduct educational programs, at no charge, for the benefit of the firm’s lawyers and 

employees. 

 

These programs discuss the prevalence and impact of the problem in the workplace, explain 

the progressive and the harmful nature of the disease of addiction, teach how to identify job 

related symptoms, explore how supervisors and co-workers enable sick colleagues, and 

explain how to appropriately respond to a possible problem using the firm’s policy. 

 

Always keep in mind that LAP is a ready and willing resource to help your firm, using 

recovering lawyer volunteers and referral to treatment professionals. LAP exists to serve and 

save lives. 

 

 



 

  

 

Before and After 
 

 

The following personal story of a North Carolina lawyer is presented anonymously in the 

spirit of Alcoholics Anonymous, which seeks to avoid pride in recovery.   

 

I didn’t consider alcohol as a remedy for my unhappiness and depression in high school.  I 

was introverted, although active in school activities, but I never felt like I belonged in social 

situations.  While my classmates were having fun outside the classroom, I was at home 

reading a book.   

 

I discovered alcohol when I was eighteen and a sophomore at UNC Chapel Hill.  Looking 

back, I think it saved my life and I can recall regretting that I had not discovered it sooner.  I 

could not imagine any ill effects from this elixir.  Even then I drank alone a great deal, and 

when I was at parties, I would become quiet and withdrawn the more I drank.  After 

graduation, I was inducted into the Army and my alcoholism began to blossom.  Liquor was 

cheap and everybody drank.  I knew then that I was controlled by alcohol before I actually 

knew the technical definition for alcoholism, but I did not want to do anything about it 

because I didn’t think I could live without it and could not imagine life without alcohol.   

 

During the three years of law school, I declared a moratorium on my drinking because I was 

afraid that I could not drink and complete the academic program.  I can remember that on the 

rare occasions when I did drink, I got very drunk and was very hung over. 

 

The day I received the good news on the Bar results is when the daily drinking began.  At 

first it was about four to six beers, and then I switched to bourbon, about a half-pint per day.  

This consumption did not affect my work or tennis or bridge.  The first time I thought the 

pattern was changing was when I drove to Myrtle Beach and drank six beers on the way 

instead of three as I had in the past, arriving intoxicated instead of mellow.  About this time, I 

started icing down beer to take with me to the tennis court and I sought a group of bridge 

players who drank while they were playing.  The daily hangovers began and became a part of 

my regimen.  I made excuses for a while telling myself that they were caused by cigarettes.  

Notwithstanding the drinking and the hangovers, my law practice continued to grow and no 

one knew how sick and unhappy I was becoming.  My home life was miserable.  My then 

wife and I rarely spoke civilly to each other, but we showed the world happy faces.  No one 

ever mentioned to me that I had a drinking problem and of course, I overlooked my true 

feelings.  She finally insisted that I enter treatment, and I can remember telling my 

psychiatrist, who was also treating me for a bi-polar disorder (manic depression), that my 

practice would be ruined if I went away for twenty-eight days and he told me that most 

people would not notice that I was gone and that those who did, would not care.  Well, this 

came as quite a shock to someone who truly thought he was the center of the universe. 

 

I went through the twenty-eight days never relating to anything and not accepting my 

alcoholism as a disease, which needed to be treated.  I got drunk on the plane coming home 

and continued to drink alcoholically for another ten years, during which time I was divorced 



 

  

and remarried.  Finally, I hit that cross roads in my life where I had to make a decision.  

Denial was no longer an option.  This time I was in a second marriage which was also 

disintegrating, and my two teenage sons were using drugs, drinking, and generally running 

wild in the streets.  They had inherited my disease.  For me, it was either stop drinking or die, 

and on hopefully my last day of using alcohol, I had been on a ten-day drinking marathon.  

Monday morning I had to make a court appearance.  I had not shaved or taken a shower in 

over a week.  To stop the shaking, I fortified myself with two big hits of vodka (Smirnoff, of 

course), did my business and came home, drinking straight vodka all the way.  

 

At the time, I was living on a lake.  It was early March, snowing and sleeting, the wind was 

blowing and it was cold.  I decided to jump in the lake with a suit and overcoat on and swim 

until I drowned.  This was the first time I really seriously considered getting sober.  I had 

always thought that if I did quit drinking I would revert to my high school days when I was 

severely depressed.  I looked at alcohol as my savior, but realizing how cold the lake water 

would be, I rationalized that sobriety couldn’t be as dreadful as I thought it would be and I 

had never really given it a chance.  I called two friends who had been sober for a few years 

and they came over and fed me coffee and soup and talked with me (not to me) about 

recovery.  I went to an AA meeting that night and not only have I not had a drink since that 

time, I haven’t wanted a drink and that was thirteen and a half years ago.   

 

The AA program for me, although simple, has not been easy, but I don’t think it should be 

because if it were, maybe it wouldn’t have the inestimable value, which it has.  Recovery is 

my way of life and my goal after a few years of recovery became to try and give to others 

what has been so unselfishly given to me.  I belong in AA.  The people whom I have been 

fortunate enough to befriend are special and blessed people and they know it.  I know I am a 

walking miracle.  I could have died a thousand times and taken many people with me, but 

because I didn’t, I have a duty and an obligation to reach out to others who are struggling 

with this insidious illness. 

 

We are very much alike but we also are different.  My bottom did not include jail (except a 

few hours in a holding cell in Mexico) or a DWI, or a suspension of my law license or 

bankruptcy, but I sank as low as I could go without death or insanity.  I do not take my 

sobriety for granted.  It is a daily blessing and I must work on it every day without exception. 

 

Two years ago, I was diagnosed with prostate cancer which was discovered as a result of a 

routine physical.  I had not had a physical examination in over ten years and although I had 

no health problems, from somewhere a clear message was being sent to me to have a 

physical.  I had the radical surgery.  At no time during the process have I had any fear, 

including when the cancer was discovered, during the surgery and the after care.  Today I am 

cancer free.  I must attribute my lack of fear to my faith in a Higher Power, which I 

discovered through Alcoholics Anonymous.  If I had been drinking when the cancer was 

discovered, I would have been terrified.  The program works if one will let it work. 
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What is Depression? 

 
Depression is an illness that involves the whole person. It includes the person’s body, mood, 

and thinking. It affects eating and sleeping habits feelings about self, and thoughts about 

everything. Fifteen percent of people who have a serious depression may eventually commit 

suicide. Don’t let this happen to you or to someone you know. Confidential help is available 

through the North Carolina State Bar Lawyer Assistance Program.  

 

Facts About the Problem 

 

The inability to experience pleasure (anhedonia) presents as the primary symptom of 

depression. The illness is all consuming, completely enveloping a person’s life. The 

condition causes one to feel hopeless, helpless, sad, or down during most of the day, almost 

every day. Depressed people experience feelings of guilt and unworthiness. Sleeping patterns 

are adversely affected as are eating habits, often resulting in excessive weight loss or gain. 

People feel hopeless and often believe that they and everyone else would be better off if they 

were dead. They may be suicidal. Depression is not the result of weakness, moral defect, or 

deficiency of character. Rather, it is a chronic disease, the nature of which can be organic, 

psychological, or interpersonal. 

 

LAP also treats mental illness? 

 
The good news is that depression is treatable. The LAP also provides assistance to lawyers 

suffering from depression and/or other mental health disorders. The LAP seeks to 

confidentially help a lawyer evaluate any problem he or she is encountering that may 

potentially adversely affect his or her ability to carry out his or her duties as a lawyer and to 

also address the problem. The goal of the program is to provide assistance to lawyers who 

may suffer from depression or other mental health disorders before such issues become 

debilitating and cause adverse consequences to the lawyer and his or her clients. 

 

How does it work? 

 
The LAP will assist a lawyer in need in obtaining good medical assistance from a trained 

professional who understands the problems that lawyers deal with on a day to day basis. This 

is usually a two stage process: first, a preliminary evaluation is conducted by the one of our 

clinical staff to try to understand the scope of the issues involved and then, utilizing this 

knowledge, connecting the lawyer with a counselor, psychiatrist, or other professional, best 

suited to provide assistance. The LAP does not itself provide treatment. 



 

Confidential Help for the Lawyers of  

North Carolina 
 

  

 

Who will LAP help? 

 

LAP offers assistance to any North Carolina lawyer who believes he or she may be suffering 

from depression or other mental health disorders.  LAP may also help family members find 

resources as part of its assistance to a lawyer. 

 

Confidentiality 

 
Again, LAP is entirely separate from the Disciplinary Department of the State Bar. 

Information received by LAP concerning any lawyer seeking help or to whom assistance is 

offered is confidential. The confidentiality provided is that of the attorney-client privilege. 

See 27 NCAC 1D, Rule .0613 and Rule 1.6 of the Revised Rules of Professional Conduct. If 

you call as the spouse, child, or friend of a lawyer you suspect may have a mental health 

problem, or who may be experiencing depression, your communication is also treated as 

confidential. 

 



 

  

 

Take the Test 

 
If you or someone you care about answers yes to five or more of these questions (including 

questions # 1 or #2)… and if the symptoms described have been present nearly every day for 

two weeks or more, you should consider speaking to a health care professional about 

different treatment options for depression: 

 

YES NO 

 

����  ����  1. Do you or they feel a deep sense of depression, sadness, or 

   hopelessness most of the day? 

 

����  ����  2. Have you or they experienced diminished interest in most of all  

   activities? 

 

����  ����  3. Have you or they experienced significant weight change when not  

  dieting? 

 

����  ����  4. Have you or they experience a significant change in sleeping patterns? 

 

����  ����  5. Do you or they feel unusually restless….or unusually sluggish? 

 

����  ����  6. Do you or they feel unduly fatigued? 

 

����  ����  7. Do you or they experience persistent feelings of hopelessness and/or  

   inappropriate feelings of guilt?  

 

����  ����  8. Have you or they experienced a diminished ability to think or 

 concentrate? 

 

����  ����  9. Do you or they have recurrent thoughts of death or suicide? 

 

 

Other explanations for these symptoms may need to be considered.  Adapted from American 

Psychiatric Association:  Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.  Fourth 

Edition.  Washington, DC. American Psychiatric Association:  1997 

.



 

  

 

Kitchen Table  

 

By Don Carroll 

 

 

 Two lawyers who were very respected members of the Bar were both patients 

seeing the same counselor.  Each had come because of loneliness, depression, and 

burnout.  Neither was aware that the other was also seeking help.  As the sessions 

progressed both men talked about their deep caring about many of their clients and their 

love of the law.  Sometimes when they lost a case they would share their feelings about 

how such a loss felt.  Like us all, their law school training of learning to look at the 

client’s case objectively made them believe that taking the time to consider their feelings 

about their loss and their client’s loss was unprofessional, even unmanly.  They felt alone 

with their emotions and isolated from other lawyers because of them. 

 

 In the safety of their counselor’s office they begin to wonder aloud about their 

feelings, about their work and its impact on the lives of their clients.  They often shared 

stories with their counselor about their clients’ cases with great animation.  The two men 

had been professional partners for more than 20 years.  They shared a receptionist, a staff 

of para-professionals, an office, but they didn’t know each other.  They shared a 

counselor too, who was ethically bound not to tell either about the other’s visits or even 

that they were both patients.  The counselor encourage each of them to talk to his partner 

about these things, but the counselor got the same response each time:  “Him?  Heavens, 

he would just laugh.” 

 

 This story was originally told by Dr. Rachel Remen about physicians in her book, 

Kitchen Table Wisdom.  I think lawyers are no different.  Lawyers often feel isolated 

from others by the nature of their work experiences.  The attorney-client privilege 

prevents us from talking with those outside our firms about client matters and within it is 

just as difficult to talk to each other about the feeling quality of our experiences as 

lawyers.  To borrow a little more from Dr. Remen adapted to lawyers— 

 

People who are lawyers have been trained to believe that it is scientific objectivity 

that makes them most effective in their efforts to understand and resolve their 

client’s problems and that a mental distance is necessary to protect them from 

becoming wounded by their work.  Law school is demanding training.  Yet 

objectivity makes us far more vulnerable emotionally than compassion or a 

simple humanity.  Objectivity separates us from the life around us and within us. 

We are wounded by life just the same; it is only the healing that cannot reach us. 

 

 Objectivity is not whole.  In the objective stance no one can draw on their own 

human strengths, no one can cry, or accept comfort, or find meaning, or pray.  No one 

who is untouched by it can really understand the life around them either.  Lawyers are 

trained fact finders.  Despite the great wonder in the simple pleasures of life, it is possible 

for us to see only despair and experience only frustration in the practice of law. 

 



 

  

 

 The ability to be fully present, and not just objectively there with a client, is more 

a matter of cultivating a sense of perspective and meaning about life.  It is more a 

spiritual quality than a mental one.  One can start to cultivate presence by becoming more 

present to oneself and others.  A first step is to take time to experience your own feelings 

and find someone you can express them to who will be a good listener without judgment.  

Many lawyers need some structure to be able to get the hang of what probably came 

natural as a child.  A structure is provided by finding a good counselor you can talk to or 

going to a self-help group that addresses a major issue in your life.  Normal depression 

(as opposed to clinical depression where the assistance of a psychiatrist is needed) can be 

the natural healing way the psyche has of pushing us inward to face an emotional rigidity 

that has taken the joy and enthusiasm out of life. 

 

 Dr. Remen believes that an impulse toward wholeness is natural and exists in 

everyone, though each of us heals in our own way.  Some people heal because they have 

work to do.  Others heal because they have been released from work and the pressures 

and expectations that others place on them.  Some people need music, others need humor.  

But universally people need to be freed from their own emotional isolation to find healing 

and joy in their lives.  We need to be able to share our experiences over the kitchen table.  

It is not the content of this sharing but the process of this sharing that brings wisdom.  If 

you need help in finding a way to make your life more open to being fully experienced, 

or if you just know that something is wrong but you can’t put your finger on it—there is 

help.  Call the Lawyer Assistance Program. 
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 Accountability

 Adapt

 Adjust
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Collaboration!
 Co-labor (blending talents)

 Focus on consensus building, motivating, and
long term.
 More Female Management

 Blends talents, skills, and creativity of diverse
people.
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Creativity!

 Imagination is more powerful than knowledge
(Albert Einstein)

 Frame of reference
◦ Expectation vs. Possibility
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 Clear responsibilities
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 In 2010, 49% of Americans reported increase
in stress at work
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 Turn off what you can’t ignore

 Turn on what feels good

 Sleep
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 A little good news today

 Move ‘em and Lose ‘em

 Book club
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I am passionate about performance. I partner with
law firms who are looking to improve their bottom
line through strategic analysis of their firm. I facilitate
retreats, coach attorneys and non-lawyer managers
for performance improvement, and train for
leadership through communication skills. How can I
best partner with you?

Find more at www.nessostrategies.com. Join my
LinkedIn group, “Engaging Legal Leaders”. Contact me
at judy@nessostrategies.com or 619.546.7885.

Nesso Strategies® Unique Perspectives. Powerful Solutions.



   

Integrity Affirmation  

I’m going to: 
Seek the truth and tell the truth;  

Remind myself of the consequences of my actions;  

Be Humble and compassionate. 
 

 

Contributing Factors to Lost Integrity 

1. Short Term Perspective 

 A trend within major corporations that has tied 

executive compensation to quarterly profit reports and 

other short term measurements of a company’s 

performance has created major incentives that have 

led to unethical and criminal behavior by company 

employees 

 A business and its employees at all levels should 

measure success over a longer period of time and not 

be driven only by monthly or quarterly results 

2. Self-Justification 

 The only person that you can’t lie to is yourself 

 We rationalize or self-justify unethical behavior to 

protect our ego and self-esteem. 

 By understanding how these mind tricks work, we can 

prevent this process which makes unethical behavior 

easier to undertake and continue. 

3. Priority Positioning 

 How we prioritize what matters to us in life varies 

from person to person 

 Many people believe that faith and family are the most 

important priorities in their lives 

 In many cases of unethical and criminal conduct have 

resulted because people placed a higher value on 

money than other priorities in their lives. 

4. The Corporate Culture 

 Leaders must make ethical behavior part of the 

corporate culture within an organization 

 Ethical expectations should be discussed with 

employees the very first day on the job 

 There should be regular refresher training in ethics at 

all levels of a corporation 

 Violations should be dealt with in accordance with a 

defined policy. 
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Ethical Leadership 
Presented by 

FBI Special Agent Jeff Lanza 

(Retired) 

Red Flags That May Signal Integrity Issues 

Cynicism; Alienation of coworkers; 

Poor work performance; 

Resentment of management;  

Behavioral changes; Sense of entitlement; 

Lack of stability; A strong desire to beat the 

system; Lack of a strong code of personal ethics ;  

Rationalization of contradictory behavior; 
 

To Promote an Ethical Workplace 

 Demonstrate top management commitment 

 Communicate expectations on a regular basis 

 Eliminate root causes and weaknesses  

 Monitor conduct – trust but verify 

 Maintain whistleblower channels and policies 

 Respond quickly to misconduct 

 Reward acts of integrity 

Traits of an Ethical Leader 
1. Honesty. Credibility is your most important 

asset. If you lose it, you will also lose your 

ability to lead. 

2. Respectfulness. An ethical leader should not 

use their followers as a medium to achieve their 

own personal goals. Respecting the followers 

implies listening effectively to them, being 

compassionate to them, as well as being liberal 

in hearing opposing viewpoints 

3. Humility. Confucius said that humility is the 

foundation of all virtues. A lack of it makes it 

easier to convince yourself that what you are 

doing is correct, even in the face of contrary 

evidence.  

4. Communication. So much company 

dysfunction can be prevented with clear 

communication. Otherwise, workers are in the 

dark. And soon, they won't care. 

5. Serving others.  An ethical leader should place 

their follower’s interests ahead of his interests. 

They should be humane. They must act in a 

manner that is always fruitful for his followers. 

6. Accountability. Define the results you want, 

and acknowledge when a screw-up is your 

fault. 

7. Empathy. People are more likely to listen and 

accept your vision if they first know that you 

care about them.  

The Ethical Action Test 

1. Is the action legal? 

2. Does it comply with company rules and guidelines? 

3. Is it consistent with company values? 

4. Will I be comfortable and guilt-free if I do it? 

5. Would I do it to my family or friends? 

6. Would I be okay with someone doing it to me? 

7. How would it look in a news story? 
 

http://smartblogs.com/leadership/2012/01/30/your-leadership-trump-cards/
http://smartblogs.com/leadership/2012/01/30/your-leadership-trump-cards/
http://edition.cnn.com/2012/02/07/opinion/booher-leader/index.html?iref=NS1


   

Physical Security 

 Take stock of what personal information you have. Keep only what you need for your business. 

 Records you need should be protected by layers of security. All layers, including outer building, inner office 

and record storage areas should be secure from unauthorized entry. 

 Protect digital media with the same secure safeguards as physical records. 

 Personal information inside a business should be protected during regular hours if the area is not monitored. 

  

Simple Safeguards: 
Identity Theft Prevention for Organizations 
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Computer Security 

 Ensure your computer is protected with a firewall and against viruses and spyware. Update this software and 

operating systems on a regular basis.  

 Make sure all wireless access is encrypted and accessible only through a user created strong password. 

 Use strong passwords to protect computer access. Don’t store passwords on computer hard drive or post near 

the computer. 

 Employees should memorize passwords and should be required to change them every 90 days. 

 Set computers to log-off automatically after a few minutes of non-use. 

 Restrict the use of laptops to employees who need them to do their job. 

 Limit take home laptops. If they most go home, remove or encrypt personal information from them or any 

other digital media that leaves the office. 

 Require employees to store laptops in a secure place. Never leave a laptop visible in a car.  

 Limit download capability on employee's computers. 

 Make sure a Web site has 128 bit encryption before conducting transactions.  

 Policy - Personnel - Training 

 Establish and enforce a company-wide policy related to personal information. 

 Regularly train employees to be sensitive to identity theft issues and personal information protection.  

 Create a culture of security by holding employees accountable to the company policy. 

 Have a defined and required way to report violations and suspicious activity related to information security. 

 Establish a need-to-know policy and compartmentalize personal information to only those in your company 

who have a legitimate need to know before granting access.  

 Disconnect ex-employees immediately from access to any personal information. 

Information Security 

 Use secure shredders or a secure shredding service. 

 If you outsource shredding, make sure the shredding company complies with security standards such as 

employee background checks.  

 Be cautious on the phone. Positively identify callers before providing personal information. 

 Don’t e-mail personal information. This method is not secure. 
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Resources on the Web: 
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Five Common Scams That 

 Target Businesses of All Sizes 

1. Phishing E-mails – Phishing e-mails specifically 

target business owners with the goal of hacking 

into their computer or network. Common examples 

include e-mails pretending to be from the IRS 

claiming the company is being audited or phony e-

mails from the Better Business Bureau, saying the 

company has received a complaint.  If you receive 

a suspicious e-mail like this, don’t click on any 

links or open any attachments.  
2. Data Breaches – No matter how vigilant your 

company is, a data breach can still happen. 

Whether it’s the result of hackers, negligence or a 

disgruntled employee, a data breach can have a 

severe impact on the level of trust customers have 

in your business. Educate employees on the 

importance of protecting information and practice 

the “need to know policy” internally. 

3. Directory Scams – Commonly the scammer will 

call the business claiming they want to update the 

company’s entry in an online directory or the 

scammer might lie about being with the Yellow 

Pages. The business is later billed hundreds of 

dollars for listing services they didn’t agree to.  

4. Overpayment Scams –If a customer overpays 

using a check or credit card and then asks you to 

wire the extra money back to them or to a third 

party, don’t do it. This is a very popular method to 

commit fraud. Wait until the original payment 

clears and then offer the customer a refund by 

check or credit. 

5. Phony Invoices  – The United States Postal 

Service suspects that the dollar amount paid out to 

scammers as a result of phony invoices may be in 

the billions annually, mostly from small and 

medium sized businesses. Scrutinize invoices 

carefully and conduct regular audits of accounts 

payable transactions. 

Simple Safeguards: 
Preventing Fraud Against Businesses 
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Preventing Check Fraud 

• Use Positive Pay, the annual cost of which is far below 

the cost of one average check fraud case. 

• Use secure checks, which include many features to 

prevent different types of check fraud. 

• Securely store check stock, deposit slips, bank statements 

and cancelled checks.  

• Implement a secure financial document destruction 

process using a high security shredder. 

• Establish a secure employee order policy for check stock.  

• Purchase check stock from established vendors. 

• Regularly review online images of cancelled checks. 

 

Preventing Embezzlement 

Things You Should Do: 

1. Separate duties and powers with regard to payments and 

account reconciliation. 

2. Establish a tips hotline that offers anonymity and the 

possibility of a reward. 

3. Conduct surprise audits as employees may be able to 

cover-up some fraud in advance of an audit. 

4. Never completely trust anyone – many large fraud cases 

have been undertaken by “a most trusted employee”. 

Watch Out When an Employee: 

1. Doesn’t want to take a day off. 

2. Makes expensive purchases including luxury items, cars, 

boats, exotic vacations and second homes. 

3. Has high personal debt, high medical bills, poor credit, 

personal financial loss and addictions. 

 

 

 

 

A pre-employment background investigation 

should include checks and verifications in the 

following areas: 

 Employment history; Education; 

 Professional accreditation; 

 Military record; 

 Credit history; Motor vehicle record; 

 Arrests; Workplace violence or 

threatening behavior; 

 

 

To Promote an Ethical Workplace 

 Demonstrate top management commitment. 

 Communicate expectations on a regular basis. 

 Maintain focus on vision and mission.  

 Monitor conduct – trust but verify. 

 Maintain whistleblower channels and policies. 

 Respond quickly to misconduct. 

 Reward acts of integrity. 

Red Flags That May Signal Integrity Issues 

Cynicism; Alienation from coworkers; Poor or 

inconsistent work performance; Resentment of 

management; Behavioral changes or work habit 

changes; Employee sense of entitlement; 
 



   

Credit Reporting Bureaus 

Equifax:  (800) 525-6285 

P.O. Box 740241 Atlanta, GA 30374 

Experian:  (888) 397-3742 

P.O. Box 9530 Allen, TX 75013 

Trans Union:  (800) 680-7289 

P.O. Box 6790 Fullerton, CA 92834 

 To place a fraud alert on your account with all 

three credit reporting agencies: 

www.fraudalerts.equifax.com 

 You are allowed 3 free reports each year; to 

order: On Web: www.annualcreditreport.com 

By Phone: 1-877-322-8228 

 

 

To remove your name from lists: 
Mail - www.dmachoice.org; Phone - www.donotcall.gov  

To stop preapproved credit card offers: 

www.optoutprescreen.com or 1-888-5-OPTOUT (567-8688)  

To Report Internet Fraud: www.ic3.gov 
Key Numbers 

FBI  (202) 324-3000 or your local field office 

FTC  1-877-IDTHEFT 

Postal Inspection Service 1-877-876-2455 

IRS 1-800-829-0433 

Social Security Administration 1-800-269-0271 

Craigslist Safety: www.craigslist.org/about/scams 

EBay Security:  www.pages.ebay.com/securitycenter 

1. Protect Your Personal Information 

 Don’t carry your social security card. 
 Don’t provide your social security number to anyone 

unless there is a legitimate need for it. 

2. Protect Your Documents 
 Shred your confidential trash with a cross-cut shredder. 

 Don’t leave outgoing mail with personal information in 

your mailbox for pick-up. 

3. Be Vigilant Against Tricks 
 Never provide personal information to anyone in 

response to an unsolicited request.  

 Never reply to unsolicited e-mails from unknown senders 

or open their attachments. 

 Don’t click on links in e-mails from unknown senders. 

4. Protect Your Communications 
 Keep your computer and security software updated 

 Don’t conduct sensitive transactions on a computer that 

is not under your control. 

 Protect your Wi-Fi with a password and WPA 

encryption. 

5. Check Your Credit Report 

 Order your free credit reports three times per year. 

 Check financial accounts often for any unusual activity. 
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Send me an E-mail to receive a PDF file of this handout  

Terms to Understand: 

1. Fraud Alert: Your credit file at all three credit 

reporting agencies is flagged and a potential lender 

should takes steps to verify that you have authorized 

the request. 

Inside Scoop: Fraud alerts only work if the merchant 

pays attention and takes steps to verify the identity 

of the applicant. They expire in 90 days unless you 

have been a victim of identity theft, in which case you 

can file an extended alert - it lasts for seven years. 

2. Credit Monitoring: Your credit files are monitored by 

a third party - if activity occurs you are notified. 

Inside Scoop: Talk to your insurance agent about 

what they offer. It is most likely the least expensive 

way to protect you and your family. You might 

consider www.allclearid.com – it has a 

comprehensive protection plan.   

3. Credit Freeze: A total lockdown of new account 

activity in your name. This requires unfreezing before 

you can open an account. 

Inside Scoop: A proven way to protect against 

identity theft. However, it can be cumbersome to 

start and stop. Credit freeze laws vary by state. To 

check your state go to: www.consumersunion.org 
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Simple Safeguards: 
Preventing Identity Theft 

  

If a loved one dies: 

 Send a copy of the death certificate to the credit reporting agencies. 

 Notify the Social Security Administration immediately.  

 Don't mention a woman’s maiden name or DOB in the obituary. 

 

Identity Theft for Tax Related Purposes 

If you are the victim of identity theft, or at risk because 

your information has been breached, go to: www.irs.gov 

and follow the instructions to fill out form 14039.  

Password Managers 

Smartphone App: Keeper; $ 10 per year 

For Computer: LastPass; Dashlane; Both have free and paid 

versions 

www.fraudalerts.equifax.com
http://www.annualcreditreport.com/
http://www.dmachoice.org/
www.donotcall.gov%20
www.ic3.gov
http://www.craigslist.org/about/scams
www.pages.ebay.com/securitycenter
http://www.thelanzagroup.com/
www.allclearid.com%20
www.consumersunion.org
www.irs.gov%20


   
Problem: Cyber criminals are targeting the financial accounts of owners and employees of small and medium sized 

businesses, resulting in significant business disruption and substantial monetary losses due to fraudulent transfers from 

these accounts. Often these funds may not be recovered. Where cyber criminals once attacked mostly large 

corporations, they have now begun to target municipalities, smaller businesses, and non-profit organizations. 

Thousands of businesses, small and large, have reportedly fallen victim to this type of fraud.  

How it is Done: 
Cyber criminals will often “phish” for victims using mass 

emails, pop-up messages that appear on their computers, 

and/or the use of social networking and internet career sites5. 

For example, cyber criminals often send employees 

unsolicited emails that:  

 Ask for personal or account information;  

 Direct the employee to click on a malicious link 

provided in the email; and/or  

 Contain attachments that are infected with malware.  

Cyber criminals use various methods to trick employees into 

opening the attachment or clicking on the link, sometimes  

making the email appear to provide information regarding 

current events such as natural disasters, major sporting 

events, and celebrity news to entice people to open emails 

and click. Criminals also may disguise the email to look as 

though it’s from a legitimate business. Often, these criminals 

will employ some type of scare tactic to entice the employee 

to open the email and/or provide account information. For 

example, cyber criminals have sent emails claiming to be 

from:  

1. UPS (e.g., “There has been a problem with your 

shipment.”)  

2. Financial institutions (e.g., “There is a problem with your 

banking account.”) 

3. Better Business Bureaus (e.g., “A complaint has been 

filed against you.”) 

4. Court systems (e.g., “You have been served a 

subpoena.”) 

Crooks may also use email addresses or other credentials 

stolen from company websites or victims, such as relatives, 

co-workers, friends, or executives and designing an email to 

look like it is from a trusted source to entice people to open 

emails and click on links.  

They may also use variations of email domains that closely 

resemble the company’s domain  and may go unnoticed by 

the recipient who is being requested to make the transfer. 
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What You Can Do to Keep Safe - Education 

Educate everyone on this type of fraud scheme  
• Don’t respond to or open attachments or click on 

links in unsolicited e-mails. If a message appears 

to be from your financial institution and requests 

account information, do not use any of the links 

provided.  

• Be wary of pop-up messages claiming your 

machine is infected and offering software to 

scan and fix the problem, as it could actually be 

malicious software that allows the fraudster to 

remotely access and control your computer.  
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Cyber Fraud 

Preventing Account Takeovers 
  

Preventing Wire Transfer/ACH Fraud 

1. Conduct online banking and payments activity 

from one dedicated computer that is not used 

for other online activity. 

2. Use all bank provided wire transfer controls 

3. Require two persons to consummate all wire 

transfers to external parties. 

4. Require the bank to talk to someone at your 

organization before the wire transfer is 

consummated. 

5. Restrict the bank accounts from which a wire 

transfer can be made. 

6. Any  wire transactions over a set high dollar 

amount must have the approval of the business 

owner/CEO. 

7. Use unique passwords or a bank supplied 

token to access wire-transfer software.  

8. Review daily bank account activity on a 

regular basis.  

9. Require sufficient documentation and have a 

second person review all wire transfer journal 

entries.  

10. Establish positive pay and block for ACH 

transactions. This will eliminate the possibility 

of non-approved transactions.  

 

Source: FBI 

Businesses May Absorb Losses! 

The Uniform Commercial Code does not require 

banks to refund money lost by fraudulent transfer. 

http://www.thelanzagroup.com/


   

 

Current Threats 

Fake Notification E-mails 

Look out for fake emails that look like they came from Facebook. 

These typically include links to phony pages that attempt to steal 

your login information or prompt you to download malware. Never 

click on links in suspicious emails. Log-in to a site directly. 

Suspicious Posts and Messages 
Wall posts or messages that appear to come from  a friend asking 

you to click on a link to check out a new photo or video that doesn't 

actually exist. The link is typically for a phony login page or a site 

that will put a virus on your computer to steal your passwords. 

Money Transfer Scams 
Messages that appear to come from friends or others claiming to be 

stranded and asking for money. These messages are typically from 

scammers. Ask them a question that only they would be able to 

answer. Or contact the person by phone to verify the situation,  

even if they say not to call them. 
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Specific Actions to Avoid 

1. Don’t click on a message that seems weird. If it 

seems unusual for a friend to write on your Wall and 

post a link, that friend may have gotten phished.  

2. Don’t enter your password through a link. Just 

because a page on the Internet looks like Facebook, it 

doesn't mean it is. It is best to go the Facebook log-in 

page through your browser. 

3. Don't use the same password on Facebook that 

you use in other places on the web. If you do this, 

phishers or hackers who gain access to one of your 

accounts will easily be able to access your others as 

well, including your bank.  

4. Don’t share your password with anyone. Social 

sites will never ask for your password through any 

form of communication.  

5. Don't click on links or open attachments in 

suspicious emails. Fake emails can be very 

convincing, and hackers can spoof the "From:" 

address so the email looks like it's from a social site. 

If the e-mail looks weird, don't trust it, and delete it 

from your inbox.  

6. Don’t send money anywhere unless you have 

verified the story of someone who says they are your 

friend or relative. 
7. Don’t provide your cell phone number to verify 

the results of a Facebook game or survey without 

reading the terms and conditions. It may result in 

recurring charges on your cell phone bill. 

 

Keep your guard up on sites like Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. Scammers are exploiting the trust 

we have of our connections on these sites to gain access to your accounts and commit fraud. 

General Online Safety Rules 

 Be wary of strangers - The internet makes it easy for people to 

misrepresent their identities and motives.  If you interact with 

strangers, be cautious about the amount of information you reveal or 

agreeing to meet them in person. 

 Be skeptical - People may post false or misleading information about 

various topics, including their own. Try to verify the authenticity of 

any information before taking any action. 

 Evaluate your settings - Use privacy settings. The default settings 

for some sites may allow anyone to see your profile. Even private 

information could be exposed, so don't post anything that you 

wouldn't want the public to see.  

 Use strong passwords - Protect your account with passwords that 

cannot easily be guessed. If your password is compromised, someone 
else may be able to access your account and pretend to be you. 
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Security Information For 

Social Networking Sites 

www.facebook.com/security 

twitter.com/settings/security 
www.linkedin.com/secure/settings 

 

Snapchat Users: 
Users should be aware that there are apps that can be downloaded 

that will automatically record a copy of the Snapchat message - 

regardless of how quickly the message disappears after opening. 

Many of the image saving apps take a screen shot of the Snapchat 

message without any notification being provided to the sender.  

 

 

See What Other Can 

Find About You Online 

www.zabasearch.com 

www.spokeo.com 

www.socialmention.com 

www.topsy.com 

 

Social Networking Security Reminders 

1. Sign out of your account after you use a publicly 

shared computer. 

2. Don't put your email address, address or phone 

number in your profile. 

3. Only connect to people you know and trust. 

 

Key Resources: 
To Report Internet Fraud: www.ic3.gov 

FBI  (202) 324-3000 or your local field office 

Craigslist Safety: www.craigslist.org/about/scams 

EBay Security:  www.pages.ebay.com/securitycenter 

Controlling Your Visibility on Instagram 

How to set your photos and videos to Private: 

Tap “Edit Your Profile” 

iPhone/iPad: Scroll down to “Posts Are Private” 

and toggle the switch to On 

Android or Windows Phone: Check the box next to 

“Posts are Private” 

 

www.facebook.com/security
https://twitter.com/settings/security
www.linkedin.com/secure/settings
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http://www.topsy.com/
www.ic3.gov
http://www.craigslist.org/about/scams
www.pages.ebay.com/securitycenter
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1. What’s the situation?

2. What’s negotiable?

3. What’s non-negotiable?

4. What have you learned
from previous experience?

5. How do you feel about
the situation; the task?

6. What’s the game plan?

7. What transformations
will the game plan bring?

8. Will these changes
ultimately be positive?


